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ABSTRACT
An Energy-Intensity Boundary Element Method is used to predict the spatial-temporal variation
of mean-square pressure at mid-to-high frequencies. Enclosure boundaries are replaced by
uncorrelated broadband directional sources, which provide constituent fields in terms of fast
average mean-square pressure and intensity variables. For time-dependent problems, an
interpolation method is used to re-express the actual delays as a discrete set of integer-multiple
delays, facilitating solution. Temporal behavior is formulated as a higher-dimensional
eigenvalue problem, with boundary source strengths expressed as eigenmodes. Decaying
solutions exhibit rapid short-time spatial redistribution, followed by long-time decay of the
slowest eigenmode. Short-time adjustment and decay depends on initial conditions and the
relative distribution of absorbing material. The short-time behavior of the rapidly decaying
eigenmodes is primarily due to energy redistribution, not absorption. These methods are used
in conjunction with an absorption-based perturbation analysis to show that sound fields obey
certain overall scaling laws in terms of a spatially averaged absorption parameter. Spatial
variation is dependent on absorption distribution, but is insensitive to the overall absorption.
Although developed assuming small absorption, the scaling method works well up to large
absorptions, and provides insight into the behavior of acoustic spaces. (Sponsor: NSF)
INTRODUCTION
This research utilizes an energy based boundary element method for computational room
acoustics. Previous work has shown that the steady-state time-averaged intensity and meansquare pressure in broadband high frequency sound fields can be calculated accurately using
formally derived energy-intensity boundary sources.
These sources are added in an
uncorrelated manner, but they utilize a directivity function that accounts for correlation effects
and specular reflection at boundaries. For steady-state sound fields this approach has been
implemented in a boundary element method and demonstrated to give excellent agreement with
computationally intensive exact solutions obtained by modal methods. The energy-intensity
boundary element approach, formally developed in refs. [1-4], does not require computation at
each individual frequency and uses boundary elements that are much larger than a wavelength.
Thus accurate results are obtained for orders-of-magnitude less computational effort.
This paper work to further understand, extend, and simplify this problem. The first goal is to
better understand a specific physical behavior that is observed in numerical simulations of
enclosures with steady-state broad-band sound fields. In many enclosures, both 2-D and 3-D,
spatial variations in mean-square pressure are observed to be nearly identical as wall
absorption coefficients are scaled up and down. For example, in a room with fixed power input
if all the wall absorption coefficients are doubled, halved, or changed in any proportional
manner, the spatial variation in mean-square pressure, p2 , is virtually unchanged although the
average level may be considerably higher or lower. The theory demonstrating that the

predominant component of spatial variation is approximately independent of the average room
absorption is summarized in this paper, at least for diffusely reflecting and radiating boundaries.
The second goal is to extend the energy-intensity BEM to predict temporal decay in enclosures
for architectural acoustics. Calculation procedures for temporally varying broadband fields
using the energy-intensity boundary element method are under development. A practical and
efficient solution of this problem poses interesting challenges in time delay mathematics. The
problem can be further simplified by extending the prior observation about spatial variation to
further streamline the computational process, making it suitable for rapid calculation of results
for parametric study and design. In fact, this research has the goal of reformulating the overall
problem in an alternate form, solved a few times at most, thereby allowing broadband acoustic
behavior in enclosures to be conveniently characterized in a semi-analytical form.
ENERGY-INTENSITY BEM AND ABSORPTION SCALING THEORY

Energy-intensity broadband sources have the following forms in 2-D and 3-D for meansquare pressure and time-averaged intensity, respectively:
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The source has net power W and is expressed in a polar or spherical coordinate system on a
locally flat surface. The directivity function Dˆ (! ) accounts for specular reflection and depends
on the incident wave field; Dˆ (! ) = 1 corresponds to diffuse reflection, and the sources then serve
as Green’s functions in the classical sense. For simplicity and clarity this paper will only
consider diffuse reflection in 2-D spaces. The key aspects of a boundary element formulation
using these sources are shown in Fig. 1, along with other features relevant to this paper.
As shown, consider an enclosure with no internal sources, but having a specified amount of
power entering and radiating diffusely from along the boundary. The case of internal sources is
handled by considering the wall power as being after the first reflection from internal sources.
Reflections are considered to be diffuse and the intensity absorption coefficient
! (s) = (1 " R(s)) is assumed independent of incidence angle, but is dependent on boundary
location s to accommodate differing degrees of absorption throughout the room. Steady state
conditions are assumed to apply. The source strength per unit length at each point on the
boundary is given by w(s) , in units of power per unit length, per unit depth. The intensity
normal to the boundary at s due to a unite-strength source located at ξ is given by influence
!
!
! !
function I˜n (r! | rs ) , where r! (! ) locates the sending point and rs (s) is the receiving point. The
total strength w(s) = wW (s) + w R (s) is given by the specified power input per unit length and
the reflected power from all the other boundary sources. The reflected source power is:

! !
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Overall energy conservation requires the net input power WT to be absorbed at the walls:
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Figure 1. - Sketch of enclosure modeled with energy-intensity source panels.
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(4)

The boundary source strengths are now normalized by the overall power divided by the
enclosure perimeter lb, which is the spatially average density of input power, thus

w R (s) ! w R (s) /(WT /lb )

and wW (s) ! wW (s) /(WT /lb )

(5)

The absorption ! (s) = " (1 + !˜ (s)) scales with the spatial average absorption ! , treated as a
small parameter, and the spatial variation !˜ (s) is order unity and has spatial average = 0:

! (s) = "(1+ !˜ (s))
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where lb is the boundary perimeter. It is useful to see that ! measures the average level of
absorption and !˜ (s) describes the absorption distribution. Similarly the wall power can be
˜ W (s) , where the spatial average of w˜ W (s) = 0 . Now make all length
written wW (s) = 1+ w
variables dimensionless with lb , thus s = s / lb . Equation 4 becomes:
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Note that this equation can only balance as ! " 0 if w R (s ) ~ 1/ ! in this limit. Therefore the
normalized source strengths must have the following series dependence on absorption
parameter ε :
(8)
w R (s ) = 1 [w R 0 (s ) + !w R1 (s ) + ! 2 w R 2 (s ) + ...]
!
Note that this term involving w R1 (s) is actually independent of ε . Substituting Eq.8 into Eq.7
and equating like powers of ε gives statements of overall power conservation at each order:
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The solution of the O[1] equation is w R 0 (s ) = 1.0 because the influence function has the
O[! i ] :
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property related to energy conservation for each individual source, and which states that the
input power from a unit source located at s must all flow out through the enclosure boundary C:
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Thus, the lowest order solution has constant source strength, and it can also be shown that the
mean square pressure in the enclosure interior is uniform. Returning to un-scaled variables the
uniform interior mean square pressure will be proportional to 1/ ε , as expected.
Returning to Eq.1, re-expressing in dimensionless variables, and equating like powers of ε ,
gives equations for reflected source strength at each order of the absorption parameter:
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The equations for higher powers of ε have the same left hand side, and slightly more
complicated expressions on the right hand side.
The O[1]
equation confirms that
w R 0 (s ) = 1.0 . The right hand side of the O[ε] equation gives physical insight into the primary
mechanisms producing spatial variation, w R1 (s ) , in the sound field. If the source power is
added uniformly from all walls ( wW = 0 ), and there is no spatial variation in wall absorption
( !˜ = 0 ), then there is no spatial variation in an enclosure with diffusely radiating and reflecting
boundaries, independent of enclosure shape. The primary sources of spatial variation are
additive: the first having to do with the distribution of input power, w R1 (s ) ; and the second
having to do with the distribution of absorption, !˜ = 0 , as it interacts with the zeroth order
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reverberant field ( w R 0 (s ) = 1.0 ). The right hand sides of the equations governing the higher
order variations w Rn (s ) also depend on these two effects and their inter-coupling.
For a direct approach, Equation 3 can be reformulated in terms of boundary elements, namely a
discrete set of panels with distributed source strength, and implemented as a boundary element
code solved as a linear system. Every case of interest must be solved individually.
Alternatively, Eq.13 for w R1 (s ) , and the higher order equations for w Rn (s ) , can be formulated
and solved as boundary element problems. These functions allow the analytical reconstruction
of source powers for any average absorption level ! and power level WT , for given distributions
of relative absorption !˜ (s ) and relative power w˜ W (s ) , using a version of Eq.8. Results shown
below demonstrate that using only w R1 (s ) and w R 2 (s ) to reconstruct the spatial distribution of
the sound field gives excellent results in all but extreme cases. For small or moderate average
absorption just w R1 (s ) may suffice, especially considering that actual results will be expressed
in interior mean-square pressures (which embody additional averaging over source levels) and
in decibels. The strategy of solving directly for the source spatial variations suggests a powerful
generalization for design purposes. The distribution functions can be generalized as follows:
J

!˜ (s ) = " µ j!˜ j (s )

˜ W (s ) =
and w

j=1
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namely, each can be expanded in ”modal” functions, with constants µ j and ! k from which even
more general distributions can be constructed analytically from calculations involving individual j
and k terms in the above sums. For w R1 (s ) all effects are uncoupled. Functions
!˜ j (s ) and w˜ Wk (s ) can represent candidate locations for absorption and power addition.
There is a mathematical issue involving the implementation of Eq.13, and corresponding higher
order equations. The equivalent left-hand side influence matrix will be singular with rank N-1,
where N is the number of boundary elements. This is behavior is related to the influence matrix
being identical to that obtained by setting α = 0 in the original problem. The sum of each
column of the influence matrix is zero, related to the statement of power conservation for each
element, Eq.11. The sum of the elements of the right-hand-side vector is also zero, which is
related to the fact that the spatial average of the right-hand sides of the integral equations is
zero. Then summing rows in the matrix equation shows that one row equation can be replaced
by zeros. The reduced system can be solved numerically with the value of one source panel
being unassigned. Then note that, at each order, the equation also has a homogeneous
solution which is a constant vector (just a constant in the integral equation). This constant is
added to the solution, but the solution must also satisfy the higher-order expression for overall
energy conservation, from Eq.10. This constraint leads to the determination of the constant,
and all source powers are then known. Alternatively, the overall energy conservation statement
can be used to at each order to replace one row and construct a nonsingular system of order N.
Figures 2 and 3 show w R1 (s ) and w R 2 (s ) , and demonstrate their use in the accurate
reconstruction of spatial variation (spatial average subtracted away) in all but extreme cases.
Power is added only at the top center of the enclosure, and the absorption in the center is twice
that on the left, and the absorption on the right is zero.

Figure 2 - Spatial distribution functions

w R1 (s ) and w R 2 (s ) for sources along the floor.

Note: functions independent of ε; wall source center, αC= 2αL and αR=0, where α = 1 − R.
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Figure 3 – Spatial variation reconstructed from w R1 (s ) and w R 2 (s ) for sources along the floor.
Data Points: full code calculations Solid Line: analytical reconstruction w R1 (s ) + !w R 2 (s )
Note large ε range; wall source center, αC= 2αL and αR=0, where α = 1 – R; worst case αC=0.8

TEMPORAL BEHAVIOR USING ENERGY-INTENSITY BEM
The prediction of temporal behavior, e.g. the decay of reverberant fields, involves treating the
boundary source power as time dependent and incorporating the time delay due to the wave
transit distance. The source powers in Eq. 1 and 2 must be rewritten as W (t ! r /c) . The
approach is more easily explained when expressed in the discrete panel boundary element
! !
formulation. In the equations that follow, the distance between boundary points is rs! =| rs " r! | .
The reflected power from panel i is given by:
N

w Ri (t) = Ri # ! ji $ [w Rj (t % rji / c) % wWj (t % rji / c)]
j=1
j"i

where ! ji is an influence coefficient for panel

(15)

! !
j on panel i , related to function I˜n (r! | rs ) ), that

depends on geometry and directivity, and Ri = 1! " i is the reflection coefficient. Eq.15 is the
discrete equivalent of Eq.3 in steady state. For the present purpose, it is of primary interest to
consider the homogeneous version of the above problem, which occurs after the wall sources
have been turned off, and that information has reached all points in the enclosure, t > L p / c
(see Fig.1). Now consider solutions with exponential time dependence (alternatively consider
bt
the Laplace transform of Eg.15) having the form: wRi (t) = Wi e i and introduce the notation
! ji = rji / c . The homogeneous version of Eq.15 becomes:
N

Wi ! Ri $ " ji %W j e

!b& ji

!
= 0 or in matrix form BW = 0

(16)

j=1
j#i

where the quantity e , which appears raised to powers ! ji , serves as the eigenvalue. The set
!b

of eigenvalues is found by requiring det B = 0. Typically the delays ! ji are irrational numbers,
!b

so the characteristic equation in irrational powers of e will have an infinite set of roots. An
approximation is introduced to circumvent this difficulty. The longest transit time across the
enclosure is designated as ! max = L p / c , and this time is divided into M subintervals each of size

!" = " max / M . Every delay ! ji = rji / c falls into one of these subintervals. The panel powers

are treated as continuous functions of time and their delays are linearly interpolated to integer
multiples of !" . If m ji !" < " ji < (m ji + 1)!" , with weighting factors !ˆ ji = [m ji + 1] " # ji / $# and

!˜ ji = " ji / #" $ m ji #" , then wRj (t) ! "ˆ ji wRj (t # m ji $% ) + "˜ ji wRj (t # [m ji + 1]$% ) . Therefore
N

W i ! Ri $ " ji %W j %[&ˆ ji (e !b'( )

m ji

j =1
j #i

+ &˜ ji (e !b'( )

m ji +1

]= 0

!b "#

(17)

which replaces Eq.16 and gives terms with the eigenvalue e k raised only to integer powers.
Reformulating the corresponding matrix problem using this approach leads to a characteristic
!
!b "#
polynomial of order N ! M with that number of eigenvalues e k and eigenvectors ! k .
An interesting feature of this reformulated problem should be noted. When solving for bk the
solution is not unique because any factor bk + q2! i/ "# is also a solution, where q is an integer;
thus each individual eigenvalue really corresponds to an infinite set with a single eigenvector.
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These other eigenvalues can be discarded if the original solution form is assumed to be

wwi (t) = Wi e

bk t

fk (t) with periodic function fk (t) = fk (t + !" ) . The homogeneous solution form:
M !N !
!
w R (t) = " ck # k ebk t fk (t)

(18)

k=1

The primary roots bk = bk

real

+ ibkimag are in general complex, with !" < bkimag < " . The form of

Eq.17 is unchanged. Letting fk (t) = e

! bkimag t

!
w R (t) =

gives a smoothed homogeneous solution:

M !N

!

"c # e
k k

bkreal t

fk (t)

(19)

k=1

The particular solution to Eq.15 must also be developed before initial conditions can be applied.
Consistent with the above approach, it is reasonable and mathematically convenient to consider
the wall power as turning off, or on, rapidly but exponentially rather than instantaneously. This
behavior provides a degree of smoothness compatible with the interpolation method and the
filtering method incorporated in the homogeneous solution. The overall solution has N ! M
undetermined constants ck . Assuming N initial panel strengths at t = 0, M − 1 additional
conditions can be prescribed for each panel. Assuming an steady state conditions for t < 0, it is
reasonable to set M − 1 time derivatives equal to zero on each panel.
Figure 4 shows the temporal decay and spatial redistribution of panel strengths. For short times
the primary effect is the spatial redistribution of energy once the sources are turned off, with
absorption of secondary importance. For longer times, the sources are seen to decay in one
primary eigenmode associated with the smallest eigenvalue, always real-valued and accurately
calculated by a simple Sabine type energy balance. Allowing for a time-decaying scale factor,
the spatial distribution of this slowly decaying eigenmode can be explained by absorption
scaling as described earlier in the paper. Its shape arises from the coupling of the decaying
zeroth order uniform field with the absorption distribution, essentially the temporal version of
Eq.13 without wall sources. The final decay rate is governed by ε, and the distribution by !˜ (s) .

Figure 4 – Time decay of panel strengths along the floor from initial steady state (left) and
Spatial distribution of floor panel strengths at fixed times along the floor (right).
Wall sources on left ceiling for t < 0 : ε = 0.0875; αC= 2αL and αR=0.
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